Photo

Model No.

MF4840

Weight
Rating

4500 lbs

Unit Weight

415lbs

Blades

Notes

48" x 4" x 1.25"
thick

Available for most
popular attachment
styles. Skid Steer walk
thru available

ITA style
hooks

42" x 4" x 1.25"
thick
MF4240

4000 lbs

399lbs

ITA style
hooks

Available for most
popular attachment
styles. Skid Steer walk
thru available

SOLID WELDED,
RIGID, TUBE FRAME!

CONSTRUCTED FROM PRIME
THREE INCH SQUARE TUBING
WITH A ¼” WALL. FRAMES
ARE FULLY WELDED, WITH A
½" THICK TOP ROLL BACK
GUARD.

HEAVY DUTY
PALLET FORKS

WE FEATURE HEAVY DUTY
1- ¼” THICK, FORGED ALLOY,
HEAT TREATED, FORK
BLADES. AVAILABLE IN 42”
AND 48” LENGTHS.

(MF4840/MF4240)

At CWC we have a rich agricultural background, and we understand how a failed piece of equipment can
take precious time from an already pressing schedule. That’s why everything we manufacture at CWC really is
Heavy Duty. Quality built, by real craftsmen. Every member of our team takes pride in their work, and we take
pride in them.
A lot of pallet fork attachment frames are constructed from plate steel. The problem with that is, when
presented with any amount of uneven load, they can bend, twist, and rip.
Our frames are made from structural square tubing with a wall thickness of a quarter of an inch. This heavy,
rigid style of frame will not twist and bend like the lighter weight models.
Covered by a full warranty against defect or component failure for a full year!
Model MF4840 uses 1- ¼” X 4 forks, 48 inches long with standard ITA hook mounts and is rated at 4500
pounds. MF4240 uses 1- ¼” X 4 forks, 42 inches long with standard ITA hook mounts and is rated at 4000
pounds The top roll back guard on both models is constructed from ½” thick flat bar and is twelve inches tall.
These are that last pallet forks you’ll have to buy!

ATTACHMENT STYLES TO FIT
EURO/GLOBAL, UNIVERSAL
SKID STEER, AND MORE!

CENTRAL WELDING
COMPANY
109 W Main St
Concord, Illinois 62631
(217) 457-2354
Visit us online at:

www.centralweldingco.com
Email us at:

central.welding.co@gmail.com

